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Kali has been working toward her dream of building an airship and escaping the frozen Yukon for so

long that she can scarcely believe itâ€™s close to becoming a reality. Thereâ€™s just one problem.

Cedar, her friend and business partner (and maybe a little more), is in jail, and the American

authorities are on their way to hang him. The Mounties arenâ€™t listening to reason, so the only

way to free him may be to break him out of their headquartersâ€”if she can. Even if she succeeds,

sheâ€™ll be branded a criminal for the rest of her life.
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This is supposed to be the final book in the series, and i must say ties everything together nicely,

and finishes it off well. Although, i have to say I'm greedy and still want to know more about Cedar

and Kali, and their lives. I don't want the story to end because i have come to love the characters,

and I'm going to miss them. iknow that this is because Lindsay has such a talent at making her

characters come to life, and drawing you in. Another successful tale, penned by one of my favourite

authors. Thank you.



I was beyond happy when I received the email from the author saying that this book was available!

It did not disappoint. This is the final or 5th book in a series of short novellas that are filled with

adventure, danger, humor and a touch of steampunk. Very quick reads, but hard to put down.

I enjoyed every page of this series. The tale of Kali and Cedar's adventures kept me up late reading

too many nights to admit. Each book in this series left me wanting more. I loved their "courtship". I

still smile remembering their dialogue and how they reacted to each other. I only had one problem

with the series....it came to an end. I want to know where they traveled. I want to know what they

saw and did. I can't help but think they will find many more adventures. I would love to follow the

tale of their growth as their relationship grows. I know the author wants to move on to new stories

and characters. I look at it as with life, I make new friends but don't drop my old friends. I will admit

that Lindsay Buroker is my favorite author. I like that her female characters are smart and able to

take care of themselves with out being hard and unappealing. I also enjoyed the Steampunk aspect

of the s,tory. I've never read a book written like that before and actually was surprised that I enjoyed

that aspect. Thank you Ms. Buroker

I've been rooting for Kali and Cedar to find their way together since book 1. What? I make no

apologies. They were weirdly cute together. Kali might be a borderline genius inventor when she

can get her hands on some tools and Cedar might be a dab hand at bounty hunting, but they were

totally sweet. Sure, she's absentminded when she gets working and he's considered a criminal, but

they WORKED.This book isn't all about their relationship (except in my head!). Kali's flash gold is

both coveted and reviled by others. There's danger in the air (LITERALLY!) and not too many

people she can turn to for help with Cedar in jail waiting to be hauled off.So she improvises. And

they fight the good fight.I'm sad to see this series go. I've enjoyed every installment and wouldn't

mind spending more time in this world. Because those two get into the BEST dangerous situations.

*nods*-Kelly @ Reading the Paranormal

I loved this series by Lindsay Buroker. Even though it took a long time to get the ending, I read the

other four books in the series to refresh my memory, I enjoyed it very much. All of Lindsay Buroker's

stories have strong well developed characters and the women are always strong, independent and

quick thinkers. This story is funny with a twists that take you to the Yukon in a world where magic

exist. Fun to read.



What can I say - this was written by Lindsay Buroker.... well ... need I say more? As always - she is

an awesome author and I would just buy anything she writes on autobuy.On the book itself though -

it wraps up the Flash Gold chronicles beautifully and left me utterly satisfied with the series. Another

job beautifully done!!!

This book keeps you on your toes as Kali's adventures continue...seems trouble just follows her! In

the end, Cedar manages to win her over and they embark on to their next chapter in life. A happy

ending story.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book. Lindsay Buroker has a flair for keeping you involved with her

characters. All you want is more. More of each character in each series that she has written. I am in

love with them all.
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